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Abstract. With the continuous development of video services, video applications gradually in order
to meet the high resolution, high frame rate, high compression development demand, put forward an
H.265 streaming media player system based on QT. Under the QT environment, the use of FFmpeg
codec library for video file processing, while the use of SDL multimedia displays library combined
with multi-thread display video files. Experimental result shows that the player can play a clearly and
smoothly H.265 video files, and can support 4K high-quality video playback.
1 Introduction
Video data plays an important role in information interaction. According to the research, it is
compared with other information, the human brain accepts 70% of the information is from the visual
information[1]. However, with the development of mobile terminals and network technology,
people's demand for video is growing, according to research shows that the video data will occupy
75% of the mobile data in 2020[2]. In order to provide users with high-quality video information, and
reduce the video file data transmission bandwidth, the ITU-T VCEG put forward H.265 standard after
H.264 standard. Compared to H.264 video files, H.265 standard video files play the same quality
video files only need to occupy the original half of the bandwidth. While the H.265 video encoding
standard supports 4K and 8K ultra-high-definition video, which means that people can use mobile
devices to watch high-quality video. Therefore, the combination of FFmpeg and SDL library to
develop the H.265 player based on QT can not only play H.265 video, and has good cross-platform
feature[4], while allowing users to better experience high-quality video information.
2 Overall System Design
This design is based on multi-thread technology, using FFmpeg as a codec library, using SDL
library output audio and video information; the same time under the QT environment, to achieve the
player design. Because Qt, FFmpeg, SDL has a cross-platform feature, so the player has a good
cross-platform capability, can work in different environments. The overall system framework is
shown in Fig .1
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Fig. 1 Working flow chart of the player
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3 FFmpeg Decoding Process
3.1 FFmpeg Introduction
FFmpeg is a free cross-platform audio and video stream processing scheme, because its follow the
LGPL or the GPL license, is a free development of software, allows you to modify[5].
It provides a powerful audio and video processing capabilities, including video capture, video
format conversion, video recording and so on. Libavcodec is a dedicated audio and video codec
library, because many of its codec are developed from scratch, so it can improve the quality of the
program can be transplanted and video codec. Such as VLC, MPlayer and other famous open-source
players are used FFmpeg library[6].
3.2 FFmpeg Decoding Process
A multimedia file that contains audio files and video files information, but due to the use of
compressed format is different, so you need to select the corresponding audio and video decoder[7].
And FFmpeg has the feature function, can can provide decoding operation for audio and video data of
different compression formats.
FFmpeg decoding process: first read the video package file, read the stream information from the
video package file, according to the corresponding video stream file format to find the corresponding
decoding. Then decodes the one frame data to obtain the original audio data PCM or the original
video data YUV. Decoding process is shown in Fig .2.
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Fig. 2 Decoding process

FFmpeg decoded data structure is shown in Fig .3. The AVFormatContext structure mainly
contains the information of the video file encapsulation format, AVInputFormat structure that
corresponds to each video format information, structure information such as FLV and MKV format
corresponding to the AVStream structure, including audio or video video format in the information
flow, the AVCodecContext structure includes the audio or video stream format and corresponding
decoder information stored in the AVPacket structure is a frame compression encoding of the data,
the AVFrame structure is a frame storage pixel data compression the original video data decoded or
the original audio sample data.
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Fig. 3 FFmpeg decoded data structure

4 SDL Display Design
4.1 FFmpeg Introduction
Simple DirectMedia Layer(SDL) is a set of open source cross-platform multimedia development
library, while providing a wealth of control image, sound, input and output functions for the
development of applications to provide great convenience. SDL can support multiple operating
systems, with good cross-platform features, such as support for Linux, Windows, MacOS and other
operating systems.
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SDL is internally written in C language, which encapsulates the underlying interactive work of
complex audio and video to the form of the library for users to use, while providing a large number of
other language programming interfaces, it can be combined with the development of FFmpeg. But
also for games, audio, and video applications, users need not know the hardware information, only
need to use SDL audio and video processing API function interface, you can achieve audio and video
processing, simplifying the audio and video processing Difficulty. The structure of the SDL is shown
in Fig .4.
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Fig. 4 The structure of the SDL

4.2 FFmpeg Display Process
Through FFmpeg decoded audio and original data frame information, and then through the SDL
library for display and playback[8]. SDL multimedia library mainly contains three structures are:
SDL_Window display window, SDL_Renderer rendering device operation, SDL_Texture texture
settings. SDL display process is shown in Fig .5.
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Fig. 5 SDL display process

4.3 Multi-threaded design
When the video player needs to adjust the size of the user needs to adjust the size of the video
display window, and so on, design a multi thread processing operation. The multi-threaded operation
can improve the use of the CPU path and the utilization of system resources, the player display
window interface as the main thread of the program, but also will accept the user interface size
adjustment of the player information.
Multi-threading technology used in the player, mainly through the SDL multimedia display
module in the multi-thread technology to achieve[9]. In SDL multimedia library through the use of
SDL_CreateThread to create multiple threads, through the use of multi-threading technology can
move the player window and change the size of the player window.
5 System Test
This article uses the FFmpeg 3.0 and the SDL2.0 version to carry on the development, runs with the
PC end I3 processor, the frequency is 2.3GHz, the 8G memory system. Test video files for the same
content of H.264 format and H.265 format video files. By viewing the file size found H.265 standard
format video file size 13.9M, and H.264 standard format video file size is 141M. Player test results is
shown in Fig .6.
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Fig. 6 Player test results

6 Conclusions
Through the above test, you can see the same section of the video file, H.265 encoding standard
video file size is much smaller than the H.264 encoding standard. The result shows that, in
combination with FFmpeg open source codec library and SDL multimedia library, the player
developed in QT environment can support H.265 format video player, can clearly play H.265 format
video files. And the H.265 format video file quality is significantly higher than the H.264 format of
the video file is conducive to the user experience high-quality video.
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